Measuring and Planning your Kitchen Space
To be able to create a kitchen concept that fits the space and is everything you have dreamed of,
we need some help from you, our clients. You will need to provide some information about the
space the kitchen will be going into and what it might look like.

Step One: Measure the space and construct a floor plan
Here are some general notes to help:
• If you have house plans you could include those rather than re-measuring.
• Don’t worry about marking out existing cabinets unless you have something like a built-in
pantry or hot water cupboard that needs to stay.
• The measurements do not have to be exact, as we would always do a final site measure
ourselves before placing the job into production.
• Below is an example of a kitchen measure. It is not supposed to be a masterpiece, but it
does clearly show all the significant information.
• When drawing the space, do it as though you are up high and looking down. Make sure you
draw the whole space available, not just where the current kitchen is. You could mark
where you would like the kitchen to stop or leave it until you chat with your designer.
• When measuring windows or doors include the architraves as cabinets don't cover these
• Please write your dimensions in cm or mm, not inches and feet. The grid on the following
page is 1cm x 1cm if you are feeling adventurous to make the sketch to scale.
Measurements to include:
1. Overall length of walls.
2. Windows and doorways, and where they relate to on the wall length. I.e. wall to the
doorway 2650mm then a doorway of 910mm then another length of wall 650. These
measurements should add up to your overall wall length.
3. If you are wanting to keep the sink or range in the same place, then mark these in. If not,
then an indication would still be helpful.
4. It is useful to understand the area surrounding the kitchen, please include some photos.
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Floor Plan Grab a tape measure and let’s get started!
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Step Two: Creating a Wishlist- For the Perfect Kitchen!
Customer Details
Name

Date

Email

Contact Number

Site Address

Reno

New Build

Questions
What has inspired you to upgrade your kitchen?

What do you like about your current kitchen? What don’t you like?

What concerns do you have about getting a new kitchen?

What is your ideal budget range?

Does that Include: Appliances

Is there any building work required?

We like to co-ordinate the plumber and electrician for installation as it makes it easier for everyone, do you
have a preferred tradie or should we connect you with our regulars?

Do you have a vision in your mind or a Mood/Pinterest board, any thoughts at all on the style or colours?

Materials
Exterior options
Melamine

Panel/Decorative

Ply/Veneer

Matt/HI Gloss/Acrylic

Benchtop Options
Laminate

Engineered Stone

Granite

Stainless

Handles
Standard

Extrusion

Push to open

Splashback
Glass

Tile

Sink
Single

1 +1/4
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Double

Drainer Tray Y | N

Timber

Cabinet Configurations please rate level of priority, 5 being highest
Drawers
12345
Doors
Corner Cupboards
12345
Corners Blanked off
Corner Solutions
12345
Over Cupboards
Cabinets to ceiling
12345
In built Lighting
Scullery/Working Pantry 1 2 3 4 5
Pull out Storage
Seating area
12345
Display Shelving

12345
12345
12345
12345
12345
12345

Appliances
Oven
Hob
Rangehood
Fridge
Dishwasher
Microwave
Others

Freestanding
Induction
Canopy
Single
Standard
Standard
Waste Disposal

Inbuilt
Gas
Powerpack/Inbuilt
Double Door
Dishdrawer
Trim kit
Coffee Machine

Tower
Ceramic

Single|Double

Water/Ice

Wine Fridge

Are any of these appliances going to be new?
Oven | Hob | Rangehood | Fridge | Dishwasher | Microwave
Would you like us to include appliance options and prices?

Anything else
Is there anything you would like to mention, or anything that is important to you that we have not asked?

Keeping in touch| Communication Preferences
Email

Mobile Call

Text

Landline

Video Call

What next?
Simply submit this form via email to wendie.cantwell@mastercraft.co.nz and we will be In touch!
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